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Top 3 Pros and Cons of LVP
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The flooring we find ourselves recommending more and more often to our beloved customers is
luxury vinyl plank (LVP). We love it so much, we put LVP throughout our current showhome,
almost entirely. It is individual pieces of vinyl that come in sizes similar to the wider hardwoods
and it is meant to look like hardwood, stone, and many other materials. It comes in a plethora of
styles and colours, and has improved immensely in look, quality, and texture since its
conception. The style options are unlimited! It can be glued down or installed floating on any
type of subflooring. Plus, it is reasonably priced.

The benefits of LVP far outnumber the drawbacks, but when you are doing your renovation, we
want you to make fully informed decisions. So we picked the top three pros and the top three
cons to help you decide if LVP is the right flooring for your home.

CON #1
Some variations of LVP may fade with excessive exposure to sunlight. To get around this,
perhaps choose a lighter colour in rooms with east or west facing windows, the windows that let
in the greatest amount of light. We were confident in the LVP we chose for our showhome,
despite having very large east facing windows, but it is still something you should be aware of.

PRO #1
Our favourite customer to recommend LVP to (besides everyone) is families. Especially young
families with pets. Why? This is an extremely durable floor. LVP is 100% water resistant. Spills
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will have no effect on the flooring, and it is a great option for kitchens and bathrooms (does
anybody else have a soaked bathroom after bathing the kids?). It is scratch resistant, too. Not
only is it tough on its own, but it often has a clear or protective coat for extra durability, and is
also coloured through many layers so the few scratches that do get through are barely
noticeable. It seldom chips if you drop something on it and if your children like throwing toys (or
if you are just a really clumsy adult) the floor usually absorbs the shock instead of the item
breaking.

CON #2
LVP is not biodegradable. A good contractor should be able to do a full renovation without
excessive waste, but it is something to consider. Unfortunately, the flooring that is
biodegradable is much more expensive. One of LVP’s main appeals is that is is cost efficient. In
this respect, you may have to compromise one way or another.

PRO #2
It stays at room temperature, so you won’t have cold feet in the morning. It can be soft to keep
you comfortable, depending on the subflooring, if you need to stand for an extended period of
time. Plus, with a good subfloor, it absorbs noise, so you won’t have to listen to every movement
that is made in the house.

CON #3
LVP can be difficult to remove if glued down. The bright side to this is that we don’t generally
foresee a time when you would need to remove much of it. Because it is so durable repairs are
very far and few between. And if you get to a point where you would like to replace your flooring,
if you choose another LVP it can go right on top.
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PRO #3
Best of all: it is low maintenance. Dusting is enough to keep it looking clean on a regular basis,
and when you do feel like a deeper cleaning all you need is a damp mop with a mild soap. In
fact, too strong of soap or floor wax can weaken or damage some types of luxury vinyl planking.
In this case, less is best.

Notice the LVP on both the floor and wall in this picture!
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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